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Elden Ring is a fantasy action RPG for PC, where you play as an adventurer who joins a pilgrimage to a distant land between the two worlds and gets embroiled in a grand drama with the power of an ultimate magic. Elden Ring supports co-op play, PvP and the shared play system. Features: -- A Grand Fantasy World With a Variety of New Locales - A variety of
player characters and characters to meet, including custom characters. - Characters, NPCs, dungeons, graphics, audio, and music work in a continuous interweave. You can feel that the story keeps getting greater as you progress. - You can put all the fun into one world thanks to seamless transition between a character and the areas around it. - Over 3,000,000
words of story line and over 30,000,000 lines of dialogue. -- A Vast Online World -- An Online Game with a Lifetime Play Time of over 80 hours - A great online play experience that you can enjoy together with others and anytime, anywhere. - The game seamlessly connects with others on a local level and on an online level. - The game world has all the features
of a local play experience. - Players interact with each other via the shared play system and can also enjoy playing in a free play session. - The management of your game world and the communication of your play style with others will be easier with the application that allows you to share the map. - The character administration and the sharing of information

will be more smooth via the shared play system. - Enjoying Elden Ring together with others is possible 24/7 through synchronous play and asynchronous play. Game Features: Play as an NPC or Custom Character - You can freely decide the character of your own using one of the over 40 custom characters. - Custom characters can be combined to create an
intense RPG experience that will capture the imagination of the audience. - NPCs play a great role in the game. Although they are not playable character, they can respond to player input and affect the story. - Custom characters can be spawned in the world of the game, and then they will play a part in the drama alongside the hero. - NPCs are born as

‘deathless’ characters. They can be reborn if they die, so they can be resurrected as custom characters. - NPC skills and spells are customized and balanced with the main hero.
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Elden Ring Features Key:
Complete freedom in customizing your looks and equipment, from the shape of your face to the coloring and properties of your equipment and clothing

Two distinct online environments, in which you play with other players and progress simultaneously
Authentic, lore-driven storylines in addition to the collection of missions in the main adventure

A vast open world with plenty of unknown locations to discover
A rich and deep battle system in which you integrate and strategically enhance your equipment

A board game-like user interface that emphasizes the beauty and effectiveness of the game

【Story】

When a great calamity shakes the Earth, the lands between the human and Dwarven countries are exposed. Prosthetics, magic, and elemental spirits are on the brink of dominance. What is this strange thing called Urmei that has chosen this fragile time to threaten the balance of the world? What meaning is there in the land of fire and water, home of the battle with
Urmei? Search the lands between the Dwarven kingdom and the human kingdom to restore the world's peace. Pleasant to the eye and challenging to the heart, the adventure waits to reveal itself to you.

【Characters】

From no-nonsense warriors, to insightful wizards, to beautiful women, to their generals...this is a story full of fantastic personalities. In addition to the trappings of the story, you can explore the world and acquire powerful weapons and armor as you progress.

The main character is a bastard adopted by the Dwarven village of Venga that desires power. During this journey, he should find the humanity that he never knew he had.

The explorer with an ever-wandering heart is a dwarf adopted by the humans of Ol'n in the north, and weathered from living in the cold. Since childhood, he has only ever wanted to see the far away human lands that he was told so many tales of. One day, he set off to bring back a helm of legendary status for 
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“The Elden Ring Activation Code game is a visually stunning MMORPG that is easy to get into and has a lot of depth. Combat is much more exciting and dynamic than what I've experienced in similar titles. The progression system creates a perfectly balanced game that is easy to be sucked into and keeps you wanting more. Overall, I highly recommend The Elden Ring
game to anyone who wants a new type of fantasy MMORPG to experience.” – Aeria Games: “Topple Kingdom!” “The Elden Ring game is already a fun game with fast level ups, graphics that are fantastic, and interesting characters. But the idea of being able to play a character that has the same personality as someone else in the game is something that will keep
players interested.” – O2US: “Kabbalah: Aeria's New Fantasy MMORPG” “The Elden Ring game is quite refreshing for a fantasy MMO. It is a sandbox game that allows you to change your entire world by developing the land, and without restriction on what you can do or how you can do it.” – My Game News: “Mister Jinx’s Game Review: The Elden Ring Game” “I really
enjoy the Elden Ring game. I have just gone through about a thousand quests so far, and I am enjoying every one of them. The maps are huge, with dozens of unique environments and quests. The character development is simple, yet intuitive, and the gameplay is just fun.” – Game Attack: “Rise and Try!” “The Elden Ring game is a fantasy MMO that is easy to get into
and has a lot of depth. Combat is much more exciting and dynamic than what I've experienced in similar titles. The progression system creates a perfectly balanced game that is easy to be sucked into and keeps you wanting more. Overall, I highly recommend The Elden Ring game to anyone who wants a new type of fantasy MMORPG to experience.” – Aeria Games:
“Topple Kingdom!” “The Elden Ring game is already a fun game with fast level ups, graphics that are fantastic, and interesting characters. But the idea of being able to play a character that has the same personality as someone else in the game is something that will keep players interested.” bff6bb2d33
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Elder Scrolls: Summerset ■ A Unique Experience of a New Era from the Quests of Elder Scrolls, a Fantasy Real Time Strategy RPG Developed by Bethesda Game Studios Release Date: Released April 4, 2018 Distributor: Bethesda Softworks PlayStation®4 Xbox One Windows (PC) Price: $59.99 ■ TACTICS – Strategy that Prone to Anything! ■ RACE TO BE THE FIRST!
Adventure with friends and companions in this multi-player real time strategy RPG that combines the time-tested Elder Scrolls formula with strategic elements of combat and RPG elements. Two teams, each comprised of up to three members, battle it out in single-player and multi-player, while players construct their very own custom castle to fill with their own
creatures and traps. ■ A DEAL WITH MORTALITY Faced with their own impending doom, players must choose their course of action in one of four distinct realms. Each realm is a diverse landscape and is littered with lands, cities, ruins, dungeons, and more. Players will need to utilize everything from researching new spells to constructing buildings and supplies to
becoming the commander of their own armies. ■ UNIQUE ABILITIES: RACE TO BE THE FIRST! Players harness the power of their various abilities (such as Night Sight) to vanquish their foes and conquer the battleground! ■ DOMINATE WITH COMBAT! Team up with one of your chosen companions as you traverse the field of battle with spells, traps, and various mounts to
become the first across the finish line. ■ A RACE FOR FREEDOM As you progress through the story, you will unlock more than 250 unique and powerful items that will allow you to experience the full capabilities of the game. ■ EXPLORE THE WOODS Travel the land to explore these forgotten locations to uncover their secrets. Hunt down and slay powerful beasts such as
Direwolves, the vaunted Bog Wildness, and the hungry wolves known as Daedra. ■ DEVELOP AND UPGRADE AN ARMY Choose from a variety of unique resources and build your own army from new minions and mounts. ■ TREASURE HUNT Go on a one-of-a-kind journey to uncover hidden treasures throughout the lands of Tamriel. ■ BATTLE WITH DEATH Delve into the
underworld to do battle against the Daedra and other fearsome creatures,

What's new:

An exciting fantasy massively multiplayer online role-playing game from Nexon and Robot Entertainment. In the game’s long awaited update, players will be able to follow a new development plan and create their own character.
Further, players can meet with others through various times and locations, eliminating the need for a break of both time and place.

Far Cry® 4 for a more enjoyable online multiplayer experience. Far Cry® 4 is now equipped with new online functions including 4-player online missions and competitive PvP games.

Far Cry® 4 has new online features including 4-player online missions and PvP games. Far Cry 4 is set in Kyrat, where players will fight to survive while causing chaos and terror among the inhabitants. Players can meet other players
through a fully integrated online system.

The survival-action game Far Cry® 4 offers players the chance to fight off large groups of enemies in Predator-style UAVs, two-seater choppers and a variety of other vehicles. Additional game modes and other new features will
support up to 16 player online play.

Far Cry® 4 expands the destruction and chaos that players can dish out to an unprecedented degree. Using accessories, players can modify weapons that change their appearance and behavior in battle. Expert players can upgrade
their weapons and other items so as to outperform the competition in PvP.

Far Cry® 4 allows players to step into the boots of Jason Brody, a man who refuses to submit to the oppression of the militarized Vaas and the mercenaries that work for him. Instead, Jason leads a group of attack on several islands
that have been taken over by the Vaas, culminating in the destruction of the settlements and the murder of their inhabitants. The Far Cry experience is taking on the pirates and there is no other outcome but runaway victory.

Far Cry® 4 offers several modes, including a story campaign that takes place over a span of 10 days, and a standalone multiplayer mode in which players can form either a Co-op or PvP squad.

Far Cry® 4, like its predecessors, celebrates nature by creating a lush forest environment that provides places to hide from assailants and find resources. Players can customize their weapons with a wide variety of ammo types and
can enhance their character’s stats by harvesting resources in the game 
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System Requirements For Elden Ring:

Windows Mac OS X Linux Android OS Google Chrome Chrome OS Internet Explorer Safari Firefox What’s New Notes Description The world we live in is a violent place. Never has the need to defend yourself or family been so great. Access a
library of over 40 weapons to defend yourself and your loved ones. The best part about APOLLO is that it’s FREE! How to Play You are the defender of
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